
Where today’s maps meet tomorrow's applications



The mission

Inspire developers and businesses to create the next generation of amazing 
location-based apps by connecting them with the world’s best tools and resources.

By showcasing the ease, effectiveness, and reliability of our Maps APIs, we’ll support users in discovering the
tools they need to innovate. Intersection will prove to developers and businesses that we’re here to help them
create what’s next.



    

 

Why now?
Building on the success of the Atmosphere platform, we’re 
evolving Google’s online event presence to more effectively 
support our users. 

Connecting users to the resources of the developers.google relaunch, 
Intersection is a new online platform that brings the location story to life 
through Google Maps functionality.

177K 
global 
registrants

65K 
live online 
views

201
countries 
engaged

Atmosphere platform  



Our narrative

Location data has transformed the way we live and is fueling an incredible 
future of innovation.

Today
Insight: From Skybox to Uber, location data fuels many of today’s most innovative applications. 
CTA: See how businesses and developers are using location to create amazing user experiences 
and spur growth.

Tomorrow
Insight: Location data allows us to digitally navigate how we connect to the physical world.
CTA: See how the IoT industry is evolving what’s possible with new global location practices.

Tools
Insight: Using the best APIs helps you leverage location to innovate and grow your business.
CTA: See how Google Maps APIs help you create amazing experiences on web, iOS, and Android.



The experience 



Google Intersection is a global event celebrating 
the innovations location data makes possible
Showcasing the best of today’s mapping applications, Intersection combines livestream video 

and interactive social engagement. As entertaining as it is informative, the event is a rallying call 
for developers and businesses to co-create the next generation of amazing user experiences. 



 1 event, 10 cities
Making real-world location the star of the 
location data story, Intersection will use Google 
Maps to send users around a global event in 
real-time.



Bringing maps to life
The platform will livestream the 75 minute event through a 
dynamic “Chrome Experiment” that flies users through an 
interactive journey. 



Earth View
Content delivered via exciting 
infographic visuals at a global scale

Map View
Contextual session information, 
partner tie-ins and regional events

Street View
Keynote and session video content, 
live interactive maps and detailed 
content demos



Real-time content
In addition to our amazing keynote, Intersection content will revolve around 1 product demo in 
each city. Multiple demos will cross-cut in real-time, threading the 10 demo cities across one 
overall narrative.





                  Physical Integration



Immersive viewing parties 
As a payoff to our Partner/GDG engagement channels, these viewing parties will be featured 
during the event itself, connecting online demos to the physical spaces with real-time 
interactivity.
                                            



Engagement strategies



Dynamic custom profiles 
As a primary engagement strategy, Partners and GDGs can share unique profiles showcasing 
the “Chrome Experiment” of the Intersection platform, generating visibility
and attracting registrations.



Decode the map
As a pre-event campaign, users will be challenged to solve easter egg puzzles for the chance to attend an 
Intersection viewing party. By “leaking” solutions, the campaign will engage  both developers and less tech 
savvy users.



Retro postcards from the future
Relating to the 10 Intersection host cities and featuring retro designs with “wish you were here” 
copy, these animated GIFs toggle to reveal future technologies and inspire social sharing.



Overview 



● User profiles

● Decode the map

● Retro Future 
Postcards

 

● Linking to dev.google

● Archived live events

● GDG / partner / user 
profiles

 

● Global user 
engagement

● Keynote / In-depth 
product demos

● Real-time social /
               Live Q&A 

User journey

Pre-event marketing Live event On-going platform https://developers.google.com/

● Targeted case studies

● Targeted API support

● Developer resources



Ecosystem

Live event

Pre-event marketing

On-going platform

New scheduled event



THANK YOU


